Motivated by Heilmann and Lieb's work [8] , we discuss energy level crossings for the one-dimensional Hubbard model through the Bethe ansatz, constructing explicitly the degenerate eigenstates at the crossing points. After showing the existence of solutions for the Lieb-Wu equations with one-down spin, we solve them numerically and construct Bethe ansatz eigenstates. We thus verify all the level crossings in the spectral flows observed by the numerical diagonalization method with one down-spin. For each of the solutions we obtain its energy spectral flow along the interaction parameter U . Then, we observe that some of the energy level crossings can not be explained in terms of Uindependent symmetries. Dynamical symmetries of the Hubbard model are fundamental for identifying each of the spectral lines at the level crossing points. We show that the Bethe ansatz eigenstates which degenerate at the points have distinct sets of eigenvalues of the higher conserved operators. We also show a twofold permanent degeneracy in terms of the Bethe ansatz wavefunction.
Introduction
Degeneracies in the energy spectra of quantum systems have close relationships with their symmetries. Actually, von Neumann and Wigner showed that degeneracies are more likely to occur for the systems with one or more symmetries than those without symmetries [20, 13] .
To be more precise, if one assumes that a quantum system is given by a real Hamiltonian matrix whose elements are expressed by independent parameters, in the case of no symmetry, two parameters happen to take some prescribed values in order to bring two of the eigenvalues into coincidence. Their theory reminds us of the "non-crossing rule" in quantum chemistry, which states that energy levels of orbitals of the same symmetry can never cross each other along a reaction parameter. However, von Neumann-Wigner's theorem does not give a proof for the non-crossing rule. It is possible that degeneracies appear in the systems without symmetries. Such degeneracies are referred to as accidental degeneracies. In fact some examples of accidental degeneracies are numerically observed in molecules [21] or triangular quantum billiards [1] .
The one-dimensional Hubbard model is one of the most significant models in condensed matter physics. The model also attracts a great interest of mathematical physicists due to its Bethe-ansatz solvability [10, 9] . Heilmann and Lieb numerically investigated energy spectral flows along the interaction parameter U for the system on a periodic 6-site chain and found many level crossings which can not be accounted for by the known symmetries such as translation, SO(4) and particle-hole symmetries [8, 2] . They concluded that, if one takes into account only U -independent symmetries, the level crossings are accidental degeneracies, that is, a counter example of the non-crossing rule. Recently, Yuzbashyan, Altshuler and Shastry have suggested that the origin of Heilmann-Lieb's level crossings should be dynamical symmetries in the Hubbard model [28] . Here the dynamical symmetries are given by parameter-dependent operators, which are often called higher conserved operators in association with conserved quantities in classical integrable systems. The dynamical symmetries for the Hubbard model are constructed in [14, 15, 7, 22, 11] . Yuzbashyan, Altshuler and Shastry numerically showed that crossings in the spectral flows of the first three conserved operators never occur at the same value of U . The dynamical symmetries depend on the parameter U , and they are not considered as symmetries in the von Neumann-Wigner's theorem. Heilmann-Lieb's level crossings are still considered to be accidental degeneracies.
In the framework of the Bethe ansatz, we discuss in the paper energy level crossings for the one-dimensional Hubbard model. The Bethe ansatz method provides information on the eigenstates that can not be easily obtained in the direct diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix. We set up the following problems: i) When two energy eigenvalues approach in numerical data as one parameter is varied, one may draw two alternative spectral flows, a level crossing or level repulsion [8] . To ensure that genuine energy level crossings have happened, we must investigate the change of each eigenstate along the parameter U .
ii) Do the eigenstates have distinct dynamical symmetries at the level crossing points? In order to solve the problem we assign each of the eigenstates the eigenvalues of the higher conserved operators.
It is indeed not easy to investigate these problems. For the triangular quantum billiards with two parameters, Berry and Wilkinson investigated the behaviour of eigenstates along a circuit of the crossing point in the parameter space so that they could verify the existence of genuine energy level crossings [1] . For general quantum systems, it is hard in practice to construct quantum many-body eigenstates. The task is also not easy even for the systems that can be treated by the Bethe ansatz. In fact, it is nontrivial to obtain numerical solutions to the Bethe ansatz equations for a finite size system. For the sector of one down-spin, however, it is practically possible to solve the Bethe ansatz equations numerically.
In the present paper, we prove the existence of solutions to the Lieb-Wu equations and then numerically solve them. Here we generalize the method of Ref. [3] . By using the numerical solutions, we analyse the behaviour of each of the degenerate eigenstates along the parameter U . We thus find several genuine level crossings of energy spectral flows with the same U -independent symmetries. The merit of this method is that the numerical solutions for the Lieb-Wu equations provide not only the eigenvalues of the higher conserved operators but also the one-to-one correspondence between their spectral lines and eigenstates. As a consequence, we observe that all the common eigenspaces of the first three higher conserved operators are one-dimensional in the subspaces with the same U -independent symmetries. Furthermore, when there are U -independent degeneracies (permanent degeneracies) in the spectral flow, the one-to-one correspondence plays an essential role in assigning to each of the degenerate eigenstates its eigenvalues of the dynamical symmetries at the energy level crossing points. By using the explicit form of the Bethe ansatz wavefunctions [23] , we can derive the permanent degeneracies. We remark that the existence of level crossings also gives a necessary condition for algebraic independence of the three higher conserved operators in the subspaces. This paper is organized as follows: first, in Section 2, we summarize the known results for the Hubbard model and prepare for the following sections. We list the known symmetries of the Hubbard model in 2.1 and review the Bethe ansatz method in 2.2. In 2.3 we prove the existence of solutions for the Lieb-Wu equations with one down-spin following the approach developed in [3] . Next, in Section 3, we analyse degeneracies in the energy spectrum of the Hubbard model by using both direct diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix and the Bethe ansatz method. In 3.1 we describe twofold permanent degeneracies arising from a reflection symmetry of the lattice. In 3.2 and 3.3 we investigate energy level crossings for the systems with two or three up-spins and one down-spin on a periodic 6-site chain. We find some genuine energy level crossings and see that the degenerate eigenstates can be classified by the eigenvalues of the higher conserved operators. The final section is devoted to concluding remarks.
where U (∈ R >0 ) is the interaction parameter. We consider the system for L even throughout the article.
U-independent and dynamical symmetries
In general, the symmetries of a quantum system are expressed by operators which commute with its Hamiltonian. They are classified into two families in the case of the Hubbard model;
one is independent of U and another depends on U . We list some of these symmetries. First we consider the U -independent symmetries [8] . Define
The operators σ and τ correspond to reflection and translation symmetries of the lattice, respectively. They satisfy σ 2 = τ L = 1. It is clear that they commute with the Hamiltonian (2.1). Another U -independent symmetry is the SO(4) symmetry [25, 26] . Define
Both sets of operators {S z , S ± } and {η z , η ± } give representations of the algebra su(2) in the Fock space. They all commute with the Hamiltonian (2.1), which leads to the symmetry of type su(2) ⊕ su(2) ≃ so (4) . Furthermore it is known that this so(4) symmetry lifts to the SO(4) group symmetry. For the later discussion, we define Casimir operators,
which commute with all the operators in (2.3).
Next we introduce the dynamical symmetries given by the U -dependent operators. These U -dependent operators themselves are also commutative and are called conserved operators in association with conserved quantities in classical integrable systems. In [15, 7] , the first three conserved operators are explicitly given by
In order to obtain higher conserved operators systematically, the transfer matrix approach similar to that of the XXZ Heisenberg spin chain is developed [14, 15, 22, 11] . The SO (4) symmetry of such higher conserved operators is also verified in the framework of the transfer matrix approach [16] .
The operators {τ, S 2 , S z , η 2 , η z , I n } give a commutative set of operators including the Hamiltonian. Hence they can be diagonalized simultaneously.
Bethe ansatz method
The Bethe ansatz method was applied to the Hubbard model in [10] . Here we give only the result. Let N be the number of electrons and M that of down-spins. We may assume 2M ≤ N ≤ L due to particle-hole and spin reversal symmetries in the system. Let k = 
The coefficients ψ k,λ (x; s) in (2.4) are expressed [23] as
, where we have denoted by Q one of the shortest elements in the symmetric group S N on properties of the system through Takahashi's string hypothesis [17, 18, 9, 19] .
The Bethe states (2.4) are not only eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (2.1) but also those of the translation operator τ and the higher conserved operators I 2 and I 3 . By using the solutions {k i , λ α } of the Lieb-Wu equations (2.5), the eigenvalues of τ and {I n } are written
I n |k, λ; s = E n |k, λ; s , (n = 1, 2, 3),
The P appearing in the eigenvalues of τ indicates the total momentum of the system. (There should be no confusion with the use of P in the coefficients of the Bethe states where P denotes an element in S N .)
We immediately find
It is shown in [6] that each Bethe state (2.4) with a regular solution for the Lieb-Wu equations (2.5) corresponds to the highest weight vector of a highest weight representation of so(4), i.e., S + |k, λ; s = η + |k, λ; s = 0. Then we find
Hence, by applying the lowering operators |k, λ; s; n, m :
which have the same eigenvalues {E n } for the operators {I n } as those of |k, λ; s . The dimension of the representation with the highest weight vector |k, λ; s is (N − 2M + 1)(L − N + 1).
By using Takahashi's string hypothesis for the Bethe states (2.4) together with the so (4) symmetry, their combinatorial completeness is proved in [5] .
Lieb-Wu equations with one down-spin
We try to find regular solutions of the Lieb-Wu equations (2.5) in the case when the system has only one down-spin following the discussion in [3] . In this case, the string hypothesis [17] predicts that two types of solutions exist: one is the solution with only real wavenumbers {k i } and another includes two complex wavenumbers. First we consider the real wavenumber solutions. For M = 1, the Lieb-Wu equations (2.5) reduce to
These are equivalent to the following equations:
We consider the real solutions for the first equation
In the interval 0 ≤ q < 2π, its right hand side has L branches
If we seek a solution q of (2.12) in one of the branches (2.13), the solution is unique under the condition U L > 8 [3] and can be written as a function of λ, i.e., q = q ℓ (λ). Given a distinct
. . , L} of the branches, the second equation in (2.12) is satisfied when
Hence there exist N − 1 values of λ which give the following integer values for
Note that such {λ} and integers {m} are in one-to-one correspondence due to
solutions of the equations (2.11).
Next we consider the k-Λ-string solutions. We assume the forms of solutions as
where 0 ≤ ζ < 2π and ξ > 0. Note that k N −1 and k N form a complex conjugate pair which is referred to as k-Λ-two-string. Then the first equations in (2.10) are rewritten as the following equations with real variables:
On the other hand, the second equation in (2.10) is equivalent to the following condition:
In the same way as the previous case, if we consider a solution of each equation (2.15a) in one of the branches (2.13), it can be written as a function of λ. Given a distinct set {ℓ i |i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 2} of indices specifying the branches (2.13), we express the solutions of (2.15a) as
. Then, from the relation (2.16), the ζ is also written as a function of λ, 17) for fixed {ℓ i } and m. For an illustration, we consider (2.15b) and (2.15c) in the case N = 2.
Since ζ does not depend on λ in the case, the equations (2.15b) and (2.15c) decouple into
where
One finds from graphical discussion [3] that, if the condition U L > 8 is satisfied, the second equation determines an unique ξ(> 0) for 
Since f (ξ) > 0 for ξ > 0 in the similar to the case N = 2, this determines an unique ξ as a function of λ if and only if
2 . By using (2.14), it is sufficient to have an unique solution for (2.19 ) that the integer m satisfies
which is well-defined for the above m. We expect that, for the L − N + 1 values of m allowed in (2.20), the equation (2.15b) with ξ(λ) and ζ(λ)
determines λ. In fact, since q ℓ i (λ) and ξ(λ) are continuous functions with respect to λ and 
One sees that the indices {I (i) ; J; J ′ } characterizing the regular solutions of the Lieb-Wu equations with M = 1 are nothing but those appearing in the string hypothesis [17] . Thus we have shown for the Lieb-Wu equations (2.5) with M = 1 that there exist the same number of solutions as those predicted by the string hypothesis. In the next section, we numerically calculate the solutions {k i , λ|i = 1, 2, . . . , N } and {k i , ζ, ξ, λ|i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 2} for L = 6.
Energy level crossings
Let us review von Neumann-Wigner's discussion on the spectra of quantum systems. We assume that a Hamiltonian is described by a finite-dimensional real symmetric matrix whose elements are regarded as random independent parameters. If the system has no symmetry, we call its spectra a "pure sequence". If there exist some symmetries in the system, its spectra is given by a superposition of pure sequences, which we call a "mixed sequence". Von
Neumann-Wigner's theorem reads as follows: one must adjust two parameters to bring two of the eigenvalues belonging to a pure sequence into coincidence while in a mixed sequence one obtain a degeneracy by varying only one parameter [20, 13] . Hence the degeneracies in pure sequences are very unlikely to be found if we choose the values of parameters in an arbitrary manner. Such degeneracies in pure sequences are referred to as accidental degeneracies.
Applying the above discussion, we study the Hubbard model. In varying the parameter U , the Hamiltonian (2.1) gives a flow in the above space of parameters. As we have mentioned in the previous section, the system has several symmetries. Since the operators {τ, S 2 , S z , η 2 , η z } are mutually commutative, they can be simultaneously diagonalized by an orthogonal transformation. Through the same orthogonal transformation, the Hamiltonian matrix breaks up into diagonal blocks corresponding to the common eigenspaces of
Notice that the common eigenspaces are characterized by the set of quantum numbers {N, M, P, S, η}. Energy eigenvalues from the blocks with different quantum numbers may degenerate due to translation and SO(4) symmetries. But all the blocks do not give a pure sequence; for example, the blocks with L = N = 2M have particle-hole and spin reversal symmetries. However, after considering all the known U -independent symmetries, the spectra also have many degeneracies at special values of U , i.e., level crossings in the spectral flows along the parameter U [8] . Thus the flow determined by the Hamiltonian (2.1) runs through several special values of parameters that give accidental degeneracies.
Let us discuss how to numerically determine level crossings, in particular, for the case of accidental degeneracies. One notices that the numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian is not enough to find crossings of energy spectral flows since apparent crossings may be just close approaches of two eigenvalues [8] . To verify the existence of genuine level crossings, we must investigate the behaviour of spectral flows for each eigenstate. The Bethe ansatz method is a very effective tool to establish this. Here we restrict our investigation to the systems with one down-spin where we have shown the existence of solutions for the Lieb-Wu equations (2.5) in Subsection 2.3. We have seen in Subsection 2.1 that the Hubbard model has the dynamical symmetries in addition to the U -independent symmetries. The recent paper [28] pointed out that the degenerate eigenstates at the accidental degeneracies observed in [8] can be classified by the eigenvalues of the higher conserved operators. We verify their assertion at the level of eigenstates in the sector of one down-spin. Here we note that the degeneracies discussed in [8, 2, 28] are in the half-filled Hubbard model with zero magnetization, that is, in the sector of three down-spins. The strategy in the present paper is given by the following:
i) We give a matrix representation of the Hamiltonian in a certain common eigenspace of the operators {τ, S 2 , S z , η 2 , η z }, which is referred to as desymmetrization of the corresponding symmetries. We numerically give its eigenvalues from the direct diagonalization [8, 28] for several values of U .
ii) We give the numerical solutions of the Lieb-Wu equations (2.5) in several values of U .
From the correspondence between energy spectral flows and the Bethe states, we verify whether or not genuine energy level crossings exist.
iii) We also diagonalize other conserved operators {I 2 , I 3 } and see the correspondence between their spectral flows and the Bethe states. We analyse the structure of their degeneracies.
We discuss only the systems containing two or three up-spins and one down-spin, which do not have particle-hole and spin reversal symmetries. In spite of such restriction, we have some non-trivial results on degeneracies.
Twofold permanent degeneracies
The translation and the SO(4) symmetries produce U -independent degeneracies in energy spectral flows. We call U -independent degeneracies permanent degeneracies. Furthermore, after the desymmetrization of these U -independent symmetries, we often observe another twofold permanent degeneracies associated with a reflection symmetry of the lattice [28] . In fact, we can explain them in terms of the Bethe ansatz wavefunction. Here we note that, due to the relation τ σ = στ −1 , the reflection operator σ acts only on the eigenspaces of τ with the eigenvalue 1 or −1, that is, the subspaces of the Fock space with the total momentum P = 0 or L 2 . Let us investigate the twofold permanent degeneracies due to the reflection operator σ in the framework of the Bethe ansatz method. Even in the subspaces with P = 0 or L 2 , the Bethe states do not always diagonalize the operator σ. Indeed it is easy to verify that, if we apply the operator σ to one of the eigenvectors |k, λ; s; m, n , then its total momentum and eigenvalues of {I 2n } are negated and those of {S 2 , S z , η 2 , η z , I 2n−1 } do not change since There is no more U -independent symmetry in the subspace, and we shall actually find one of the simplest nontrivial energy level crossings there. We have a matrix representation of the Hamiltonian of 11 dimension.
We put u := U/(U + 4) and numerically diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix for several values of u. Figure 1 shows the energy spectral flows for 0 < u < 1. Here the vertical line in the figure indicates the energy E divided by U + 4. We confirm from the numerical data that there is no permanent degeneracy. We observe a close approach of two energy levels in 0.5 < u < 0.6, which seems to be an energy level crossing.
Our first purpose is to show that a genuine energy level crossing has been found in Figure   1 . In the case of triangular quantum billiards [1] , topological properties of their eigenstates were studied to verify the existence of energy level crossings. Here we employ the Bethe ansatz method to verify energy level crossings in the level of eigenstates. It is clear that, since S = S z = Table 1 , we obtain the behaviour of energy spectral flows for each eigenstate. We conclude that, in 0.5 < u < 0.6, there exists an energy level crossing between two Bethe states indexed by {− Table 2 (the vertical line in the figure also indicates the eigenvalue E 2 divided by U + 4).
Note that there is no permanent degeneracy. We observe that the spectral flows indexed by {− The fact that the common eigenspaces of {H, I 2 } are one-dimensional becomes clearer by investigating the spectral flows of the transfer matrix, i.e., the spectral flow sets of conserved operators. Figure 3 shows that, if we consider the eigenvalue sets {E, E 2 } for two of the eigenvectors along the parameter U , there is no crossing while their projection onto the U -E plane has a crossing. One notices that the Bethe ansatz method plays an essential role in getting such picture. It seems to be rare that the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix simultaneously degenerate. We comment that the XXZ Heisenberg spin chain at root of unity has such degeneracies in the transfer matrix [4] , where one sees symmetries defined only at the special values of parameters.
Spectral flows: L = 6, N = 4, M = 1
We give an example where the eigenvalues E and E 2 degenerate at the same value of U . We consider the system with three up-spins and one down-spin on benzene (L = 6, N = 4, M = 1).
In this case, we have S z = η z = 1. We investigate the degeneracies of energy spectral flows in the subspace characterized by the set of quantum numbers {P = 0, S = η = 1}; hence we can expect all the eigenstates therein to be the Bethe states. The subspace is 14 dimensions. for real wavenumber solutions, 1 2 for k-Λ-two-string solutions, which are also derived from the string hypothesis [17] . Here we note that the results from the two different methods above coincide within an error of O(10 −15 ), which give an evidence for the validity of the Bethe ansatz method. From Figure 4 and Table 3 , we see the correspondence between the energy spectral flows and the indices {I We discuss whether or not each of the above degenerate eigenstates have distinct eigenvalues of the higher conserved operators. In the similar way to the previous case, we consider the correspondence between the spectral flows of the second conserved operator I 2 and the Bethe states, which is displayed in Figure 5 and Table 4 . As is described in Subsection 3.1, if we express the eigenvalue of I 2 for the eigenstate |k, λ; s as E 2 , that for the state σ|k, λ; s is −E 2 . In particular, if {I (i) ; J; J ′ } = {−I (i) ; −J; −J ′ }, i.e., {k i ; λ} = {−k i ; −λ}, the state has E 2 = 0. Figure 5 and Table 4 indeed show that two eigenstates whose energy spectral flows are in a permanent degeneracy belong to the different eigenspaces of I 2 and there are 6(= 14 − 8)
states in the eigenspace of I 2 with E 2 = 0. Thus we may conclude that the dynamical symmetry I 2 "accounts for" all the twofold permanent degeneracies in the energy spectral flows which are produced by the reflection symmetry. It is a further remarkable fact that both the Bethe states indexed by {− We have to investigate the spectral flows of higher conserved operators. Displayed in Figure 6 and Table 5 are the spectral flows of the third conserved operator I 3 obtained by its direct diagonalization and its eigenvalues at u = 0.3 and 0.8 given by the Bethe ansatz method, respectively. Here we note that the vertical line in the figure indicates the eigenvalue E 3 divided by U 2 + 4. The eigenstates in a twofold permanent degeneracy in the energy spectral flows also permanently degenerate in the spectral flows of I 3 . Figure 6 and Table 5 tell us that the eigenvalues E 3 of the eigenstates indexed by {− We give some comments on the results. The origin of the twofold permanent degeneracies in Figure 4 has not been clarified until we obtain the correspondence between the energy spectral flows and the Bethe states. Indeed we have found that they are due to the reflection symmetry. At first sight, there is no crossing at the same value of u in the spectral flows in Figure 4 , 5 and 6. But we must not immediately conclude that the energy level crossing in Figure 4 is due to the dynamical symmetries since the spectral flows of I 2 and I 3 also include permanent degeneracies. Actually the eigenstates that have an energy level crossing in Figure   4 permanently degenerate in the spectral flows of I 2 in Figure 5 . Thus the correspondence Table 3 : E obtained by the Bethe ansatz method. between the spectral flows and the Bethe states is crucial in the discussion above.
Concluding remarks
We have studied degeneracies in the energy spectrum of the one-dimensional Hubbard model with one down-spin on benzene. The energy spectral flows have been obtained through the two approaches: direct diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix and the Bethe ansatz method.
As is noted in [8] , the former approach does not always determine the energy spectral flows since, if two of eigenvalues approach in numerical data, there are alternative spectral flows that may be drawn from the data. To employ the latter, we have presented a procedure for giving numerical solutions of the Lieb-Wu equations for U L > 8. Combining the two approaches, we have shown that some energy spectral flows have crossings which can not be understood by the U -independent symmetries. We have investigated the spectral flows of the higher conserved operators I 2 and I 3 in the same way and have found that the degenerate eigenstates are classified by the dynamical symmetries.
As we have indicated, the transfer matrix approach systematically provides higher conserved operators. Although it is not so easy to see their explicit form, their eigenvalues can be written as functions of the solutions for the Lieb-Wu equations (2.5) by using the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix [27, 12] . First five of them are given bỹ
e n (k i ), Our numerical solutions for the Lieb-Wu equations (2.5) immediately gives their values for LU > 8. We have also verified that these eigenvalues never degenerate simultaneously.
Our studies on the spectral flows of conserved operators support several assumptions that have been believed for the Hubbard model and other Bethe-ansatz solvable models. One is the one-to-one correspondence between solutions of the Lieb-Wu equations and linearly independent eigenstates. We have found that all the common eigenspaces of conserved operators {I n } are one-dimensional in several subspaces characterized by the sets of quantum numbers {N, M, P, S, η}, which shows linear independence of the eigenvectors therein. Another is the algebraic independence of the conserved operators {I n }. As is easily found, two commutative matrices which have the same type of degeneracy are not algebraically independent since one of the two matrices can be expressed by a linear combination of powers of another. In our situations, the energy spectral flows have crossings at several values of U which do not produce degeneracies for the other conserved operators I n . This fact gives a necessary condition for the algebraic independence of H and I n .
We also remark that our discussion on the Lieb-Wu equations in Section 2.3 give an evidence for the validity of the counting of states in Takahashi's string hypothesis. It is interesting to generalize our procedure to that with two or more down-spins, which enables one to analyse the energy level crossings in Heilmann and Lieb's situations [8] .
